Analysis of TCR V beta gene usage and encephalitogenicity of myelin basic protein peptide p91-103 reactive T cell clones in SJL mice: lack of evidence for V gene hypothesis.
We have analyzed the epitope specificity and encephalitogenicity of peptides that span the C terminus of MBP, p84-103. Our studies show that multiple antigenic epitopes with disease-inducing capacity exist in SJL mice. Three peptides that span this region were examined and found to be immunogenic. However, the mode of immunization (active or passive) determined the incidence and severity of EAE. In our experiments adoptive transfer of p91-103-reactive T cell lines was most consistent in the development of disease. Interestingly, the response to peptides p89-101, p91-103, and p84-102 was absent following immunization with MBP. This suggests that although p91-103 and p89-101 were encephalitogenic they were not the major immunogenic epitopes following immunization with MBP. Analysis of a panel of eight p91-103-reactive T cell clones showed significant heterogeneity in the fine specificity, the TCR V beta gene usage, and in their ability of transfer EAE. These studies suggest that in SJL mice the epitopes involved in the pathogenesis of disease are multiple and there is no clear correlation between encephalitogenicity and TCR V beta gene usage. These observations argue against the presence of a dominant TCR V beta gene in the pathogenesis of EAE in SJL mice.